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Forward-Looking Information
This presentation contains forward-looking statements that relate to the Company’s current expectations and views of future events. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can
be identified by words or phrases such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”, “seek”, “believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or the
negative of these terms, or other similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. The Company has based these forward-looking statements on its current expectations
and projections about future events and financial trends that it believes may affect its financial condition, results of operations, business strategy and financial needs. These forwardlooking statements include, among other things, statements relating to: expectations regarding the Company’s revenue, expenses and operations; anticipated industry trends;
anticipated new Order Bookings; research and development spending levels; revenue growth guidance; gross margin trending, future growth plans and growth strategy; anticipated
future launch dates and launch locations for satellite assets; anticipated and continued benefits the Company’s strategic collaboration agreement with SRT and the Second Generation
Constellation on-board Iridium NEXT; expected useful lives of satellite assets and anticipated completion of additional ground stations.
Forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions and analysis made by the Company in light of its experience and perception of historical trends, current conditions and
expected future developments and other factors the Company believes are appropriate, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Although the Company believes that the assumptions
underlying these statements are reasonable, they may prove to be incorrect. Given these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, prospective purchasers should not place undue reliance on
these forward-looking statements. Whether actual results, performance or achievements will conform to the Company’s expectations and predictions is subject to a number of known
and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors, which are discussed in greater detail in the ‘‘Risk Factors’’ section of the Company’s management’s discussion and
analysis for the interim period ending July 31, 2015 (the “MD&A”) and include: operational risks, actual commercial service lives of the Company’s satellites, launch failures and failure to
reach planned orbital locations, insurance, uninsured risks and insurance against satellite-related losses, replacement cost of a satellite at the end of its service life, delay of satellite
launches, risks associated with the capabilities of Iridium NEXT being greater than the Company’s existing capabilities, risks related to Iridium having priority over the Second Generation
Constellation, risks associated with our inability to control various aspects of Iridium NEXT, risks related to revenue sharing, decision-making and co-ownership of intellectual property rights
under the Harris Agreement, co-ownership of data, non-competition and exclusivity provisions under the Harris agreement, risks related to the termination of the Harris Agreement, revenue
targets, risks associated with the Company’s history of losses, failure of ground operations, failure due to unforeseen technical problems, operator error or orbital collisions, unused orbital
locations, hardware and software defects, infringement of intellectual property rights, failure to protect the Company’s intellectual property rights, dependence on third party contractors,
reliance on certain relationships with third parties, competition, technological changes, changing customer requirements, reliance on a limited number of customers and government
contracts, political change and regulations, current and future global financial conditions, ability to raise adequate capital, software errors, security risk, dependence on the Internet,
indemnifications and guarantees, risks related to future acquisitions, dispositions and strategic transactions, failure to manage growth, dependence on an increasing share of a growing
market, reliance on key employees, risks related to global operations, foreign currency risk, interest rate risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, fluctuation of revenue and operating results, taxes,
accounting estimates, litigation, use and protection of personal information, risks related to operating in a regulated industry, environmental, legal and regulatory compliance, risks related
to Canadian and UK sanction laws, the Company’s reliance on resellers, agents and suppliers in other jurisdictions to obtain and abide by laws of foreign jurisdictions, dividends, provisions
of Canadian law as they relate to acquisition of control of us by a non-Canadian entity, potential volatility of Common Share price, dilution, absence of a prior public market, market
discounts, risks related to financial reporting and other public company requirements, the additional regulatory burden as a public company, changes in accounting and tax rules
(whether expected or unexpected).
In addition to statements relating to the matters set out above, this presentation contains forward-looking statements related to our target operating model. The model speaks to an
objective only, and is not a forecast, projection or prediction of future results of operations.
Although the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what the Company’s management believes are reasonable assumptions, these risks,
uncertainties, assumptions and other factors could cause the actual results, performance, achievements and experience to differ materially from the Company’s expectations, future
results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.
The forward-looking statements made in this presentation relate only to events or information as of the date on which the statements are made in this presentation. Except as required by
law, we do not assume any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future event or otherwise, after the date on which the
statements are made or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
An investor should read this presentation with the understanding that the Company’s actual future results may be materially different from what the Company expects.
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Disclaimer
In this presentation, all amounts are in Canadian dollars unless otherwise indicated.
The Company has not authorized any other person to provide investors with additional or different information. If anyone provides investors with additional or different or inconsistent
information, including information or statements in media articles about the Company, investors should not rely on it. Investors should assume that the information appearing in this
presentation is accurate only as of the date of this presentation, regardless of its time of delivery.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation to buy any securities of the Company.

Non-IFRS Measures
In this presentation the Company provides information about Order Bookings, EBITDA, Adjusted EBITDA, EBITDA Margin and Subscription Revenue. Order Bookings, EBITDA, EBITDA Margin
and Subscription Revenue are not defined by IFRS as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board and the Company’s measurement of them may vary from that used by
others. These non-IFRS measures are not recognized measures under IFRS and do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS, and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to
similar measures presented by other companies. Rather, these measures are provided as additional information to complement the IFRS measures by providing further understanding of
the Company’s results of operations from management’s perspective. Accordingly, they should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of the Company’s financial
information reported under IFRS.
The Company defines ‘‘Order Bookings’’ as the dollar sum of fully executed contracts for the supply of the Company’s products and/or services to customers received during a defined
period of time. Order Bookings are indicative of firm future revenue streams; however, they do not provide a guarantee of future net income and provide no information about the timing
of future revenue.
The Company measures EBITDA as net income plus interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. The Company measure EBITDA Margin as EBITDA, divided by the Company’s total
revenue. The Company measures Adjusted EBITDA as EBITDA plus certain related expenses, unrealized foreign exchange losses and share-based compensation costs, less unrealized
foreign exchange gains. The Company believes that EBITDA is useful supplemental information as it provides an indication of the income generated by the Company’s main business
activities before taking into consideration how they are financed or taxed. Prospective purchasers should be cautioned, however, that EBITDA should not be construed as an alternative to
net income (loss) determined in accordance with IFRS as an indicator of the Company’s performance or to cash flows from operating, investing and financing activities as a measure of
liquidity and cash flows.
The Company defines Subscription Revenue as the dollar sum of fully executed contracts for the Company’s products and/or services to the Company’s customers that are subscriptionbased, typically sold with a one-year period of service and recognized in the Company’s “Subscription Services” segmented revenue.
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Market Leader in Global Vessel Tracking
Provider of data and analytics for global maritime awareness
Patented vessel detection technology
Implemented satellite constellation and ground data processing
Subscription based revenue model
Catalysts for revenue expansion in FY2017

Market leader in revenue, market share and number of customers
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Diverse, Growing Global Markets
US$1.2T

22%
9%

US$2.1B

CAGR

14%

US$163M

CAGR

$43M

US

AIS Market

2014 2024

CAGR

$200B

US

$880M

US

Global Maritime
Information
Market

Global M2M Market

2014 2024

2013

2022

Right technology, right time, right team
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What is AIS – A Signal of Opportunity
Automatic Identification System (AIS)

Satellite-AIS

Broadcasts AIS signals between ships and to terrestrial stations

Satellite constellation “hears” AIS signal broadcasts

exactEarth developed a novel and patented technology
to detect and process AIS signals from space
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A Comprehensive View of Maritime Traffic – 90% of Global Trade

Cargo
Fishing
Tanker
Passenger

Unprecedented real-time information needed by businesses and governments
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Building the Platform
Commenced service in 2009
Deployed first generation
constellation
Built patented S-AIS technology
Comprehensive product suite
> 90% government customer
retention
~ $100 million of capital invested by
existing shareholders

8
Satellites

21
Ground
Stations

Global update
< 1 hour

8 million
AIS messages/day

Satellite and
Terrestrial
Data

2 Data
Processing
Centres

Vessels tracked

> 165,000
over a 7-day period
> 6.5 billion
archived messages

The most comprehensive data set of maritime ship behaviour
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Diversified Product and Service Offering
IaaS
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Leveraging our core dataset across multiple applications to drive growth
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One Ship, Many Questions
exactEarth Provides the Answers
Search and Rescue

Port Authority

Customs

Unusual / illegal behavior?

Maritime Security

State of emergency?

Arrival time?

Unusual cargo or
suspicious behavior?

Commodities Trader

Ship Owner

Insurer

Source and value
of cargo?

Length of journey and
final destination?

Unnecessary risks or
unplanned route?

Environmental
Regulations
Travelled through
protected waters?

Re-purposing the same S-AIS dataset to create value for
a broad range of customers
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Unparalleled Vessel Tracking Capabilities
exactEarth

Other
S-AIS

Satcom
Systems

SatRadar
Satoptical

Coastal
Systems

Patrol
Assets

Vessel Detection
Vessel Identification
Population Tracked

Data Cost
Data Quality
Vessel Movement History

Update Rate
Coverage Range
Good Capability

Limited Capability

Poor or No Capability

More effective, timely and less costly versus
competitive vessel tracking solutions
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Growing Global Blue-chip Customer Base
Selected Customers

Revenue Mix*

Commercial

21%

79%

~ 275 Total
Customers

Government

A r m a d a
A r g e n t i n a

~ 120 Subscription
Based Customers
Revenue = 84%

High customer retention, recurring revenue model, room to expand
* As at Jan 31, 2016
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Established Channel Strategy with Global Reach
Current Global Footprint

Sales Channel Mix*
Country partners
10%
51%
Channel
Partners

45%

38%
45%

Direct

11%

Significant untapped potential in both government and commercial markets
* As at Jan 31, 2016
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Growth Catalysts
June 2016
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Transformational Strategic Alliance
Exclusive access to 58 satellites on
Iridium NEXT satellite constellation
Enhances system performance with
real-time information
Expands services and broadens
customer base and markets
Leverages Harris’ relationship with
U.S. Government customers

F2015 Revenue:

$5.1B
(USD)

67%

U.S. Military /
Government
customer base
(F2014)

Significant barriers to entry

Access to US$3 billion space infrastructure
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Larus Partnership
Ottawa-based provider of adaptive learning and predictive
analytics software

Exclusive license to Larus’ Big Data analytics platform
(Total::Insight™)
Develop and market Big Data analytics-based software
applications
Predictive analytics tools for monitoring shipping and
maintaining coastal security

Accelerates entry into $880M global maritime information market
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Fisheries Management - an important application area

$23B
year
lost to
illegal
fishing*
(26 million tonnes)

Fishing vessel AIS secure tracking solutions
Analytics to monitor legal / illegal fishing behaviour
Catch verification, tracking and reporting

Partners
DigitalGlobe
SRT

Supporting government and commercial markets

IUUF = Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported Fishing

*Source: wikipedia
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Growth Strategy – Building on Proven Strengths
1

Build upon market leadership in
S-AIS maritime data

2

3

Expand to new maritime customers
and applications

Higher value services through
integration of additional datasets

4

5

New information products through
data analytics

Develop disruptive “Internet of
Things” M2M offering
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Financial Review
June 2016
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Total Revenue C$(000)
Subscription Revenue
26,600

CDN Govt
~ $12M 2015
~ $5.5M YTD 2016

15,836
11,602

11,978
9,640

20,592

12,667

9,434

10,570
8,347

2012

Fiscal Year-End is October 31

2013

2014

2015

YTD 2016
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Adjusted EBITDA C$(000)
9,033

2015 incl $12M
rev from GoC
and Harris data

sale of ~ $3M

1,811
1,200
409
2012

2013

2014

2015

YTD 2016

-3,626

Fiscal Year-End is October 31
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Strong Balance Sheet

$21.6M
cash

$1.2M
debt
(interest-free loan)

21,605,506 shares outstanding
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Executive Management
Peter Mabson
Director, President and CEO

•
•
•
•

Sean Maybee (CPA, CMA)
CFO

• More than 20 years of management experience with PWC, satellite manufacturing businesses and
in the data services industry
• Formerly VP, Corporate Finance, COM DEV

Graham Stickler
VP, Products and Services

• More than 30 years of experience in the public and private sectors designing, building and implementing
geospatial based information technology
• Formerly Marketing Director, Rolta Europe; Product & Marketing Director, 1Spatial; and Product Director,
Exor Corporation

David Martin
VP, Global Sales and
Marketing

• More than 25 years of commercial experience in data solutions services, including enterprise class
software products and data service engineering solutions
• Joined exactEarth in 2009 as VP, Product Management and led the launch of exactEarth’s AIS data service
• Formerly VP, Sales and Marketing, Emforium Group; Co-founder and CTO, Metropolitan Systems

Philip Miller
VP, Operations and
Engineering

• More than 25 years of experience in the satellite and technology fields
• Joined exactEarth in 2009 as a senior consultant and led the implementation and deployment of the
company’s satellite constellation, ground station network, and data processing systems
• Formerly led the design and implementation of a Global Maritime VSAT Service for Globe Wireless
• Former VP, Product Development, Resmed Corp. and Co-founder AvData Systems

Anita Davis
VP, Contracts and
Organizational Development

• More than 30 years of experience in the satellite industry
• Formerly held various senior executive positions with COM DEV, including managing several international
high tech joint venture projects
• Currently serves as Vice Chair of Cambridge North Dumfries Hydro Inc.
• Previously appointed to Boards of Directors/Governors of Transparency International Canada, Cambridge
Memorial Hospital, Women’s Crisis Services of Waterloo Region, and two local private schools

30 years of experience in space sector and products businesses
Industry expert on satellite communications systems
Formerly VP, Corporate Development, COM DEV
Served on technology advisory board at Conestoga College (Kitchener, ON)
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Board of Directors
Eric Zahler (Chair) Independent Director
Managing Director of Sagamore Capital
Group LLC

• Managing Director of Sagamore Capital Group LLC
• Former President and CEO of Loral Space & Communications Inc
• Director of MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates Ltd. (TSX: MDA)

The Honorable Dennis Kloske,
Independent Director

• Over 30 years of experience in technology development, national security & military strategy
• Has served under 3 different U.S. administrations
• Established ColdStream Resources Ltd. In 2009 which focuses on satellite communications

Pui-Ling Chan,
Independent Director

• More than 30 years of experience in the communications product, computer science and financial
investment sectors
• From 2003-2015, Mr. Chan was the CEO of Skywave Communications Ltd. a leading provider of
satellite terminal and communication services to the global land and maritime applications
markets.

Maria Izurieta, Independent Director
CFO, 3Pillar Global

• Over 20 years of strategic and financial management experience in emerging and publicly-traded
technology companies including: CEO (acting) and CFO, Wireless Matrix; and CFO, VIPdesk
• Auditor, Coopers & Lybrand, High-technology practice

Miguel Angel Panduro Panadero
CEO, Hisdesat

• Formerly: CEO, Ingenería de Sistemas para la Defensa de España (2004 – 2012); Member of the
Committee for the Support of Technology (COTEC); Chair of the working group of the
International Telecommunications Union
• Awarded “Engineer of the Year” by the Spanish Telecom Engineer Association (2011)

Miguel Angel Garcia Primo
COO, Hisdesat

• Over 25 years of experience in the civilian and military aeronautics and space industries
• Serves on the Board of several satellite and communications technology companies
• Former Deputy General Manager for Research and Programs, INTA

Peter Mabson
President and CEO, exactEarth

•
•
•
•

30 years of experience in space sector and products businesses.
Industry expert on satellite communications systems
Formerly: VP, Corporate Development, COM DEV
Served on technology advisory board at Conestoga College (Kitchener, ON)
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Company Highlights
1

Multiple growth catalysts to launch in FY2017

2

Patented technology delivers best-in-class S-AIS capabilities

3

4

5

Positioned as the market leader in S-AIS with trusted brand and reputation

Global customer base with subscription-based revenue model

Proven management team and expert technical staff
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